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Corky~ansen
News Editor
Despite complaints about
parking from disgruntled
members of the BSU community, comparisons indicate the following: BSU students have got it good.
"Everyone says, 'gosh,
you guys have it great

• Volume 3, Issue 3 • Free
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there,'" Parking, Safety and
Transportation
Committee
Chairwoman
Leslte Pass
said.
BSU
students
are
allowed
better
parking
spaces
than students
at
other Idaho universities.
'The university strives to
make it equal for everyone," BSU Campus Safety

Director Bob Seibolt said.
Of the 1,200 reserve permits issued by the BSU
Campus Safety office, 600
are allocated
to students
and 600 to faculty and staff,
Seibolt said.
Each year the unclaimed
reserve permits are sold to
preserve the equilibrium of
students, faculty and staff.

r

According to University
of Idaho and Idaho State
University parking officials,
most of their convenient
parking lots are reserved
for faculty and staff, leaVing
students
to vie for more
remote spaces.
Not only are BSU students given a share of the
best parking on campus,

Injury provokes
alcohol- probe

II

I

but they pay a lower price
for the quality of parking
spaces they are able to buy.
"You find out [permits at
BSUJ are so under-priced,"
,
Pass said.
, The best permits available to students at the Uni-

• Parking continued
on page 9

Kevin Whitesides
Staff Writer
Spurred by an accident Which lef~a Universi-'
ty of Idaho freshmanparCllYzed, the State }3oard
.of Education,.lastW'eek.,pl'()bedJ1lore.·f)tJ'ln~~t .."
regulation of alcohol on state campuses.
..' .
Alcohol at a Greek Row rush party was to
blame for the sorority pledge's
fall from a
rooftop last month.
,
Idaho Gov. Cecil Andrus attended last w~k s
SBE meeting to urge a call for l~gal actton
against the people or group responsible fo! providing alcohol to the woman, who. was a mmo~.
"It is my belief, following reVlew.of the, circumstances, that there have b:e~ senous VIOlations of Idaho law," Andrus said 10 a Sept. 9 let~
terto SBE President Keith Hinckley .
. "It would be appropriate for [the, Board] .to·
consider directing the university to Withdraw l,tS
.formal recognition of the fraternities involved m
this incident," Andrus said,
'.
In addition to constructing and enforcing uruform statewide policies, Andrus encouraged a
dedication to increasing alcohol.a",:arene~.
,
The SBE will look into establishing guidelines
.for dealing with the issues brought about by last
'. month's incident.
'.
..
, "Our goal is' to investigate our P?hcy rega~ding alcohol on campuses and' see I~,th~ pohcy
needed changed or strengthened,
Hmckley.
said.
.
. . ,
"The current policy does not add~es~ the
questions that have been raised by the incident
at the University 'of Idaho," SBE member Ray- "
bum Barton said.

I
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Layne Hansen
Staff Writer

ment, university administration and
students to deal withifhe difficult
issues surrounding
the university,
Boise Mayor Brent Coles ma~ea
like overcrowding.
brief stopon his campaign trail to
"[The problem) is going to get
address the ASBSU senate last Thurslarger and larger," he said.
day..
.
''We need to go to the legislature
. Coles expressed his desire to func- . and talk about funding BSU. We,need
tion as a mediator between BSU and
to
that you get the educa~ional
the Boise community.
"
.
facility that you need," Coles s~ld. _
"How we plan the z:text22 yea~s
"C] [Martin) and I are lo~kinl? for
and how we. support BOIseState Uniways to foster cornmunications
versityis
very important,"
Coles
between the city government
and
said.
Boise State University," ASBSU Vice
, Coles stressed the importance of
President Brent Hunter said. '
cooperation between city governIn his address to the student sen- ,

see

n

ate Coles announced that 6,400 jobs
had been created 'in 1992, and in the
next .22 years 149,000 jobs will.exist
between Canyon and Ada counties.
"The opportunity
to get your
degrees and be employed w~ere you
live is very significant," hesaid. .
ana lighter issue,. Hunterral~ed
the question of the city supportmg
BSU during Blue and Orange Day~ ...
"We are excited about showmg
our support as acommunlty
for
BSU,"Coles said:
.
"Most cities strongly support the!r
universities, and we are seeing the
beginnings ofthat," he said.
.
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BSU seeks entrants

above 50 percent or exceeded 40
percent and, have not dropped at
least five percentage points from
their 1990 rates. Schools risk losing
Show your true BSU colors by eligfbility for federal programs if
joining the bands, floats and other
their default rates have remained
entrants
for the 1993 BSU above 30 percent for the last three
Homecoming Parade.
fiscal years.
.
The theme of the Oct. 8 parade is
According to Lois Kelly, director
"Axe the Jacks 2-.,.Judgment Day" of financial aid, BSU's 1991 default
in preparation for the Oct. 9 foot- rate of 8.6 percent means that 91.4
ball game against the Northern
of its students who are due.for
Arizona University Lumberjacks.
repayment of their loans are doing
The parade begins at 7 p.m. in so.
' the parking lot of the Boise Cascade
"We are well below any potential
Building at 11th and Bannock
percentages that would give us
streets. It will travel east on Main trouble with the federal govern. Street before ending at The Grove
ment," Kelly said.
fora special Alive Mter Five party'
According
to
the
U.S.
featuring The Trenchcoats.
. Department of Education, the state
Applications for entry in the
of Idaho's overall default rate for
parade are due by 5 p.m, Oct. 5 in 1991is 8.7 percent.
the Student Activities office on the
first floor of the Student Union.
For more information, call Stacey,
Fletcheror Rob Meyer at 3&?-1223.

for Oct. 9 parade

.

Executive for,GM
to present seminar

Default rate,below
~ational average

Future businessmen and women,
sharpen your pencils! An authority
on forming and maintaining successful companies is coming to
BSU.
Dr. Tony Hain, general director
of personnel planning for General
Motors Corporation, will present a
seminar
on "Creating
High
Performance Businesses" Sept. 21.
The workshop will run from 8 a.m,
,to 3 p.m, on the BSU campus. A
registration fee of $149 will be
charged to those who attend the
workshop. ,
Hain will point out the difference between successful and unsuc-

Boise State students are reliable
bOrrowers-and that's good news
for the university.
BSU's student loan default rate
of 8.6 percent is well below that of
about 900 institutions nationwide
,that may be eliminated from some
or aU.federal student-aid programs
because oftheir elevated default

, rates.

Last month the U.S. Department
of Education identified 900 schools
whose 1991 default rates hovered

.cessfu! firms using real-world,
examples. Strategies that lead to a
sustainable competitive advantage
will also be taught.
,Special attention will be paid to
managing .human resources and'
building high performance 'work
teams. Hain willalso provide information about current trends in
restructuring and redesigning organizations.
The seminar is part of the
.Seminars
& Workshops
for
Managerial . Excellence
series'
offered by the BSU Center for
Management Development. The
$149 registration fee includes the
cost of the program, refreshment
breaks and a three-ring resource
binder. Call J8S.3861·to register.

In case of an emergency, dial
911.

.Volunteer fair eyes .'
,wiUing students
Community groups will seek
volunteers among BSU students,
faculty and staff this week.
Representatives
of nearly 30
organizations;
Including
Big
Brothers/Big
Sisters and the
YWCA, will staff booths in the
Quad 'on the BSU campus Wed.
from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. They will offer
information about each organiza' tion and solicit volunteers from the
BSUcommunity
Students, faculty and staff are
encouraged to register for .the projectsand internships offered by the
groups.

Building).

Sept. 3. Burglary.
BSU
Education Building.
Sept. 4. Theft. BSU stadium
west parking lot. Carrying a
concealed weapon-knife: 1700
University
Drive (Student
Union).
Sept. 5. Malicious injurY to
property.
2100 University
Drive (Public Mfairs and Arts
West).
Sept. 7. Theft. 2133 Campus
Lane
#422
(Education

To prevent delayed emergency service response, identify the building or site of the
emergency by using numbered
addresses.
'
This crime log is based on
information provided by the
. .office of campus sheriff Dick
Kersting,
1695 University
drive, 385-1453.'
,

Building).

Sept. 1. Theft. 2133 Campus
Lane #213 (Science/Nursing

Sept. -8. Theft. 2301 Campus

Lane. ' ,

Andyou tho trock'riroll.
w: tlieo~~ tllln a CD player
could ada to your room
Inleradive programs on CD'ROM·
cover every subjed from politics to pl!ysiology.
And they ina»porale sound, animation, music ____
and video dips. So ordinary topics become,
.more exciting, involving and relevant.

.
~'

______

Becausea single CD-ROM disc stores more
information than 500 floppy disks, you'll be able ~
inslan/Iy access encyclopedias, dicJionaries and
extensive databases-all wilbthe didl of a 1TWUSI!.

~

.. '

.

.

/"
"

,.

Bring your papers, projects and presenlalions (0
lift by inrorporalingphokJs, dipart and a buge variety
.
o/type fOnls-all available on CD-ROM.

}flU still wan/ rock 'n' roll? Plug in a pair of
self-powered speakers and tbe CD·ROM drive
. ,plays audio CDs Ioo,-so you can wark away,
. . while lisle1Jing royour filvorl/e music.

Buy tbe MacintOsh centiis 610 now,
and you'll also receive the CD-ROM gift
pad: two discs IbaJ indude an eleclronic
encyclopedia" a dicJionary, in/eradive .
rock videos, music for your audio CD
p/tryerandtnore(worth
$327') .

CD-ROM Iecbnology brings vast new
. capabilities to 1hedeskJop. Which is why, soon,
.
. more and more romputers will mdude a CD·ROM
drive. Buy one, and you're making an
. itwesbnen/ IbaJ willlasJ you well ~ ihefiaure.
Apple MacinIosb Cenlrls to 610
8/230 wilb CD-ROM, MacinJosb Color
Display and Apple Extended Keyboard 1£

,
,

" ...

CD-ROM technology puts a world of informati~n at yoUr oo{~~990ur CD gift pack. VISityour Apple Campus Reseller today. While You're
there, ask about financing with the Apple"Computer Loan: And ."..Is,
discover the power of Macintosh~ The power to be your best~ •• '

tips, andenable.,: you to work with sound, video and animation. Buy
the Macintosh Centlis"' 610with CD-ROMdrive, and yoiJ'll also receive

'1.'
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Jon Wroten
StaffWriter'

BSU StuderitHealth Services providesloo few hours
and services, according. to
some students.
The center; which is funded by $25 from each fulltime student's· fees, is open
from 8:30 a.~. to 4:30 p.m,
every Monday through .Priday, excluding holidays.
"1 feel they need more
hours. You can't plan an
. accident. I also thought they
lack the services that St. AI's
does. I had to go to St. AI's
for something they lacked
last year," said senior Joe
Langan.
Student Health Services .
provides
medical. care,
including. prescriptions,
immunizations, and diagnosis and treatment of venereal

nt

Weekend University, like
the rest of BSU, is jampacked.
Last fall, BSU began.
offering Saturday classes.
The program was so successful, BSU's Division of
Continuing
Education
expanded it to offer Friday

rh avy I

diseases for any fun-time
BSU student, There is no
per-visit cost on most ser.But with only two physiclans ser.ving around 100
students a day, answers to
problems in the center are as
tough to find as a parking
space on campus at 10 a.m,
ASBSUPresident CJ Martin says he has possible solutions to the problem. Martin
plans to begin a health center advisory board by the
end of the semester, a program already In effect at
other state schools such as
ISU.
"This will be the first step
toward incorporating student dialogue on the health
center and the student insurance policy," said Martin.
Martin also is in favor of

Univ rsifyfin
night classes beginning this
fall.
It is a popular alternative for overcrowding and
also for 9-to-S professionals.
. Last year, the program
attracted 800 participants
in the fall and 900 in the
spring. This semester there
are about 1,000 participants
in the program. .

. B'RO.NCO

, riticis

expanded hours at the facili-.
ty, an issue that has a been a
sticky topic with past
administrations.
Martin said he has two
possible ways to pay for the
increased cost of more
hours. The first of these is a
fee increase to help fund
more staff. Another option is
charging students an afterhours visitation fee. But
according to Pr.Lester P.
Nyborg, medical director of
Student Health Services the
only thing expanded hours
will produce is longer hours
for the staff.
.
Jan Farr, R.N., checks freshman Kevin Brown's
"More hours would be
fine if we had more staff and .blood pressure in the Health Center.
a bigger facility, but-right
facility, which would be the with the direction it is headnow we're pretty much
state's responsibility to fund. ed, he said.
loaded," said Nyborg.
Nyborg is not pleased
"I'm pleased that we're
The only cure, he said, is
about
his
facility
being
overable
to render medical care,
an increase in the size of the
crowded, but he is happy
induding providing medica-

\1(:e5.

We k n
Dawn Kramei
Editor-in-Chief

run
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ularity

There are 20 weekend
originally structured
to
courses
offered
this
serve part of BSU's comsemester. The sign-up was munity coJlege function by
so high over the summer
allowing people who work
that Continuing· Education
fulltime during the week to
decided to add about 20 take classes.
new sections of the courses. . However, an increasing
"Even so, we're still just number of traditional stujammed," said Bill Jensen,
dents are finding themdean of Continuing Educaselves involved in Weektion.
end. University, either due
Weekend University was
to: work
schedules.
or

t BSU
because regular weekly
classes are full. Jensen said
about 40 percent of last
year's participants
were
traditional students.
Some traditional
students took Saturday classes
because other classes were
full, while other students
continued

• Weekend

on page 9
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F 0 0 TB ALL

S,H I'R T
ONLY

ADULT SIZE XXL $10.95

BELIEVE IT OR NOT,
TBIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.

CHILD SIZE $7.95
$1.00 FROM THE SALE OF
EACH SHIRT WILL BE
DONATED TO THE BSU
ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIP
FUND

.

....................................
.

.
Mondav- Tuesday 8:00a.m. - 7:00p.m.
Wednesday - friday 8:00a.m. - 5:00p.m
Saturday 10:00a.m. - 5:00p.m.

RONCO

SHOP

Phone#

(208) 385-3080 /385-3811
Fox# (208) 385-3401

. 20% OFF ..g....................•
•.... 111111............
200' OFF

Excitement and adventure is the course
description, and Army ROTC is the name. It's the
. one college elective that develops your leadership potential, builds your self-confidence and
helps you take on the challenges of command
There'snoobligation until yourjunioryear,
so there's no reason not to try it out right now.
Take ML 101: Introduction to Military Sci.
ence. One credit hour, no military obligation.
Contact Captain Tom Wock at 385-3500.

PEN UNTILL KICKOFF TIME FOR HOME FOOTBALL GAMES
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One regular price gift or clothIng IIOne regular price gift or clothIng ~
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Slopben F. Ausllnl
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ARMY ROTC
TRE SMARTEST COI.I.EGE
COURSE YOU CAN 'mIE.
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State contract forces tocunv.
staff away from Bookstore
Nancy Gray
Assistant News Editor
While contending
with'
the headaches of launching
a new school year, BSU faculty and staff had to adjust
to a new method of procuring Post-Its, pencils and

pushplns,
. Running
over to The
Bookstore in the Student
Union for necessities is a
thing of the past·due to a
contract with a Boise-based
firm to provide all state
agencies with office sup-.
plies.
'This
The change to Fisher's
Office Supply has drawn
fire from some members of
the BSU family.
They also have to wait
for Fisher's to deliver.
"[Using The Bookstore]
was a matter of conve-.
nience,"
said
Janis
McCurry, administrative
secretary
to the Student
Union director's office.
According
to Fisher's
,service
representative
Janice Fritz, many of the
problems faculty and staff
have experienced
are normal when dealing with a
new system.
"Things are beginning to
settle in," said Fritz. "1
think it's going very well
from our standpoint."
"I think it's a matter of
them and us learning
to
deal with each other," said
McCurry.
McCurry said there have
been some problems
but
the last two orders went
smoothly.
"The honeymoon period
was a little rocky," said
McCurry.
"We were all
used to the convenience of
going anywhere
for supplies."
Before Fisher's contracted to provide supplies for
BSU, faculty
and staff
could pick up supplies

RESEARCH
INfORMATION
Ubrary 01Information in
~rg8St

U.S.

19.278 TOFtCS • ALL SUBJECTS
Order Catalog Today With Visa I MC or COD

~

800-351-0222

Or. rush $2.00 to: Research Information
11322 Idaho Ave. #206A

Los Angeles. CA 90025

............................
Repair Your
Birkenstocks
Don't throwaway your
Birkenstocks. We have
the Imowledge and
experience to
make them .

.1=

good as
new.

state has contracted
for
supplies..
Previously, Idaho had its
own bureau of supplies,
but the state decided thesystem tied up too much
money in inventory.'
Fisher's, a locally owned
company, bid with the state
and. was given a one-year
contract to furnish all state
. agencies with office supplies.,
Fisher's
has stores in
Boise as well as in several
other areas of the state.
"We'r,e breaking
..our
backs to supply the best
service
we can,"
said
Mahn, "and we welcome
any ideas on how we can

from (iny store In the Boise
area. Now that Fisher's has
the contract, BSU faculty
and staff must order supplies only from Fisher's.
Gary Mahn, president
of Fisher's, said there have
been glitches, but he feels
his company is doing very
well..
Mahn said there are 150
delivery points on the BSU
campus alone. He has 60
employees and five trucks ,
working
full-time ,to fill
,orders in' Adaand Canyon
counties.
is. the first time the
improveservice."

esu

s

a

Josh Gilimoreu~loads
van of 900d~ desti~ed
for BSU. GiII~re, a Fisher's .warehouseemployee, Is delivering during the busy season.
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IRONICALL~ THE TIME TO START ,.
SAVINGFOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS'
turn YOU CAN LEAST AFFORDft '

C

an't afford to save for retirement?
. The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to sav~ now, you can take
advantage of tax-deferral and give your
.money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: set aside just $100 each
month beginning at age 30 and you can
accumulate over $172,1.09* by the time
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget .$219 each month
to reach the same goal.

Even if'you're not-counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deservewith flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a-diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side.

. St/lf't plRnning your future •.Call our EnroUment Hotline 1800 842-2888.
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75 years ofensuringth~ future
for those who shape it.
.
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Join BSU's telemarketing

team for Phonathon '93'
Student callers are needed to contact BSD alumni
and friends during the month of October. If you are
currently enrolled at BSU. have good communication
. skills. are dependable. enthusiastic and willing to
work two nights a week. we want youm

The
Getting
Organized
Meetings

Callers earn:
• $5 per hour
• paid training
• marketable skills
• future job references
• new friends
• other "perks"

Alfendlrlco
at a Gellng OrgmlZed
MMllng by at least one oIne... from
each ASBSU recognIZed IIudont
orgmllOUon Is required to mantaln
oIlk:1at recognJfton status a. a BSU
orgmlzafton. Advbor. are strongly
IIIlCOWaged to aIIond.
All meeflngs are located
Forum. Student Union.

The some intormaflon Will be presented
at each meeting. Please pick one
session to attend.

Phonathon '93 Is held from 6-9:30 p.m, Mondays-Thursdays
Oct. 4-28. To apply, contact Kim Philipps, BSU Foundation,
Education BuUding, Room 725A, or call 385-1326. Don't wait,

positions flll up fastll

The Largest Selection of
CD-ROM Software
In Town! !Foise State!versity RE

in the Senate

For more Information call the
Student Activities Office at
385-1223

Hours
Mon & Tuee 8-7
Wed-Fri 8-5
Sat 10-5
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SUBccnslo rs teen
Corky Hansen
News Editor
Junior high and high
school students could be
banned from the Student
Union.
A policy restricting the
use of the SUB to persons 17
years or older was adopted
last spring by the SUB Board
of Governors to curtail
vandalism and other forms
of abuse to the building.
Under the restriction,
individuals of 16 years or
under would be denied use
of
the
SUB
unless
accompanied by a parent or
guardian, or they are invited
by the university to a specific
event.
According to Board of
Governors Chairman Ted
Arellano, the policy passed
by one vote, with one
abstention.
"It was virtually a tie," he
said.
The policy has not yet
been implemented.
"We're going to wait and
see," said SUB director Greg
Blaesing of the enactment of
the adopted policy. "We will
do that as a last resort."
Last year
problems
surrounded
the Student
Programs Board activity Two
Bands For Two Bucks, which
attracted mostly 13-to-16year-old students, some of
whom vandalized the SUB,
said Blaesing.
Blaesing spent $1,000 to
employ extra security in an
attempt to control the
damage done to the SUB
during the Friday night
activity.
"I don't think that's
prudent use of fee dollars,"
Blaesingsaid.
Student Programs Board
Director Melissa Klug said
the program might be
discontinued because SPB
will be responsible
for
employing extra security for
Two Bands in the future.
Attending
on-campus
events like Two Bands is
positive for youth because
the activities make campus
life less intimidating to them,
Klug said.
"We think it's a good
program," she said.
Although about 75 percent
of the concert-goers were not
college-age students, a small
group of 13-to-16-year-old
youths
was apparently
responsible for the damage

F St:\ti;i;';
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ThriftS~;;,

(201 W. Boise Ave.)

$2.00 off any $10.00 or more
I
I
purchase with this ad
Hrs. 9 am - 6pm
M-F
I
9 am -5pm
SAT

L---__~__
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I
I
I
I

BUY IT!
SELLIT!
MEET IT!
'DATE IT!
.AN ARBITER~.
CLASSI FlED'
',FOR EVERY
NEE"!·,
..

'

,

Mindv Jasken, age 13, plavspool

done to the building,
according to a written
statement distributed by
Student Union officials to
SUBpatrons.
"The few [are] making the
many suffer," Klug said. 'We

still

at the SUB.

don't want to shut [the
youth] out."
Arellano also considers a .
ban of youth undesirable.
"[Parents] drop them off
here because it's a safe
place," he said.

14,1993
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David Boothby
StaffWriter

pr p r sf rfun,

A new 'student group
incorporating,
AfricanAmerican and native African
students" kicked off the
semester Sunday, Sept. 5
with a picnic at BSU., "
Hot food and cool music
highlighted
the picnic,
attended by about 50 people.
The Black Student Union
and the African Student
Union,
combined
last
,semester to form OSAD, the
Organization for Students of
African Descent. Increasing
cultural awareness on the
university campus and in the
community.is one of the
group's primary goals.

''What we're about is coming together;having fun, educating the public and doing
volunteer work in the community," OSAD President
Annette Knight said.
Knight cited several exampIes of the work the organization has completed so far.
Projects have included vol'unteering at Treasure Valley
Nursing Home and helping
to staff, the. American
Diabetes booth at the
WesternIdahO"Fair.
.
The group:1>ia,r)S
to continue the nursing home project
thi , year.
"
OSAD also plans to participate in the Into the Streets
volunteer
program
in
November..

war n 55, S rvice

'We will begin in October
gathering material donations for the homeless,"
Knight said. 'We will be collecting blankets, clothing,
personal grooming items
and food, among other
,things.",'
,
In January' OSAD will
assisfin the Martin Luther
King Jr./Human
Rights
Week Celebration.
'. "Last year we coordinated the dinner event, and
plan to do so again this
year," Knight said. 'We will
. also participate in many of
the workshops and other
activities,"

:February is Black History
Month at BSU. The group
.will sponsor a program Feb;

17-18 called Black to the
Future.
''What we do is bring local
high school students onto the
campus to learn about college life," Knight said.
l'We hold workshops and
panel discussions covering
such issues as obtaining

financial aid, developing
good study habits, utilizing
university
services and
accessing the various facilities on campus," she said.
'We also take the students
on a tour of the campus, so
they don't get lost their first
day."

With good behavior,you'll be
out in just 5 months.
. With a 4 year college degree, you can begin your
career in law as a paralegal in just 5 months.
Approved by the American Bar Association
Free lifetime national placement assistance
Financial aid available for eligible students
Includes a 100 hour internship

Call today for a free video

BSU RIDES

. "Your Career In Law"

1-800-848-0550

."":Ji::~~d
o~:t~~<~~~

':~r1j,cl!!~~~~t~1~!~~~'~t,,!~~~rl~~imi~
con

DENVER PARALEGAL
INSTITUTE

on ony

1401 19thStreet Denver,CO 80202

B(),i~f:~i..·:~~~e.s;l:>lJ~<f~EE.:Forroute

mformatlon, call THE BUS at 336·101O.
Thq~~::Who~'ustdrive will enjoy the convenience of hoppinqon the free
shuttles that circle the BSU campus M?ndays-Fridays.
'
'
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Come.
'CELEBRATE
Learning With Us!
.Sept. 15th &16th
LEARN about the Hewlett-Packard
48GX Calculator
SeminA1j
48GX User's Seminar
by HoP .Enginee1'8
Wed. 5:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m,

Condueted

(Jordon Ballroom "B'~

LEARN about exciting new
software programs!

11'\.~111Software Demonstrations

Ir,••

;::i:j~i~;::~::::::::::.:::;:;=::::;:::::::;:::;:::;:::::::;:;=::;::::::::::::::;:

48GX Calculator given away at the Semjnar
*MUST BE PRESENT TO ~

tiiiinf!i@!:ii:?

Thursday Sept. 16th
(Fireplace lounge across from Brava)

IIWordperfect 6.0 &
Presentations

Factory Representatives demonstrating:
Hewlett-Packard, Sharp, Casio &
Texas Instruments Calculators.
SPECIAL CALCULATOR PRICING» DAys

r.lfflf+~
•• "111

for Windows·

fi Microsoft Multimedia

1% IE
K
RE
Boise State University
STORE HOURS:
Monday and Tuesday 8:00a.m. - 7:00p.m.
Wednesday - Friday 8:00a.m. - 5:OOp..m..,Saturday 10:00a.m" -5:00p.m
1-800·992-8398 1385·12l54
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Introducing The Student
.
Checking Account Designed Specifically
. .For The Way Students Think.
Take a moment and give

with a $500 personal line of credit', Which is a great way

thought to what you think: passing,

, to start establishing credit for your future - you

flunking, does my apartment

:--know, spouse,.kids,

house, two-car garage,

get cable?, relationships - does

satellite dish, etc... Plus, when you apply and

he or doesn't

qualify, you'll get a free VISA Banking Card.

she?, global

warming, cool checks, MTV, Is

It's a VISA card that works like a check.

grunge for me?, money, money,

And it can be pretty handy when you find

money, the mysterious powers of

something you really, really want and the

chocolate, will I ever own a VISA@

, place won't accept a check. Your first ten no-

card?, where's the free stuff?, that

charge transactions

ozone thing, tuition's due when?, I

each month include

usage of this card.

need anATM?

(Service charges may

Obviously, there's a lot

apply to some ATM

more going on in your mind than

transactions.)

your professors might think. To help

Your First Security

alleviate some of your concerns, First

Student Checking Account also includes free'

Security Bank offers a student checking

Check Safekeeping so you don't have to

account tailored to fit your uniquely

worry about canceled checks. A detailed

hectic lifestyle. '

statement will be sent to you each

When you open a student checking account at First
Security Bankbetween
f

\

'/.

,...
L"

'-',

'f

,L·,· ...... ............
";"

,,_.

.

month to-help you balance your

August 1 and October 20, 1993,

account. And if you need a copy of a

you'll get a free 100% cotton

particular check, we'll provide up to

f-shirt' with a cool design and

three copies each month at no charge.

the name· of your college. (And while you're

So there you have it. The First Security Bank freef-shirt, maybe

there, enter to win a 13-inch Hitachi TV.2)

a free TV too, fifty free checks, VISA Credit Card, free VISA Student

In addition to a free 'l-shirt, you'll get a First

Banking Card, free Cash Card with 24-hour access, free Check

Security Cash Card that gives you 24-hour access

Safekeeping, Student Checking Account. Definitely an offer worth

"

t~ your money. The ,card is free and allows unlimited usage at any of our

thinking about.

First Security Bank,

125 ATM locations in Utah and Idaho. You also get your first

The only bank currently giving

fifty checks free .. And you can write ten checks a month

110%to college students.

without a service charge. Plus you can apply for your own VISA card

FIrst

SecurIty
Bank®
CutrentlyGiving no%.
Member ED.I.c.

1. While supplies last. 2. Must be a college or university student to enter; no purchase necessarr; drawing on October 25, 1993'- 3. Subject

...

10 application

and credit approval.
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cant. from page 3
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offerings. It is unknown
how much they will be able
to offer.
have families or work.
"Part of the problem is
Weekend University is a that the students are there,
choice for most, said
but it's hard to find the
Jensen.
Students
who : profs," Jensen said.
attend Weekend University
Students currently are
usually do so out of convenot able to get the classes
nience, not necessity..
they need to graduate by
He said students who. exclusively attending night
wishto earn a degree with- . and .weekend
classes.
out having to attend Week- Jensen said they may be
end University are providable to in the future as the
ed with ample opportunity
program expands.
to do so. "There are plenty .
The College of Education
of students
who' got
is close to offering enough
through here without taknight and Saturday classes
ing any night or Saturday
classes," said Jensen.
Currently, Introduction
to Sign Language is the
only Friday night class
offered, and it is full. Jensen
said Continuing Education
plans to expand the Friday

to allow students to graduate.
Weekend University is
not meant for students with
short attention
spans,
though. To be full-time, a
weekend student would
have to start with a Friday
6-to-9 p.m, class. They
would then have to rise
early the next morning for
an 8~11 a.m., grab a quick
lunch and finish with Class
from 11:30a.m, to 2:30 p.m.
Jensen said Continuing
Education has not looked
into 'adding another time
slot from 3 to 6 p.m.

Boise
Towne

8th
Street
Market . place
338 - 5914
World .
Jungle ~
Rusty •
Billabong.
26 Red~.
Gotcha •
Bleick •
Platt· Red
Sand

Square
Mall
.3774814
Introducing
New
Women's
line: Spot
Girl,
Gotcha and

MCD

• Parking continued
from page 1
versity 'of Idaho, equivalent
to general parking at BSU,
cost students $60 each year.
A permit equivalent to stadium parking at Boise State
costs ~O yearly.
At ISU, general permits
cost students $32 annually,
or $20 for a semester.
Boise State students pay,
$65 annually for a reserve
permit, and $15 annually for
a general permit.
But some BSU students
consider $65 too much for a
permit for a parking lot

without any open space .
.One student, a senior economics major, stood in' line
all night to buy a reserve
permit only to find that her
parking lot was full come
class time.
"It's a zoo," Seibolt said.
After the first few days of
school the 1,175 reserve permit holders are able to find
places in the 933 reserved. .
parking spaces in 20 lots, he
said. .
According to Seibolt, who
has seen students stand in
line overnight to buy leftover reserve permits each of
his 13 years at BSU, the price
of permits should be raised
to meet their demand.
"Permitsneed to have a
value attached to them," he
said.
.
Pass said a fee increase
was considered by the Parking, Safety and Transportation Committee three years
ago. It has been suggested
to the administration every
yea~ since, but no action has
been taken.
Seibolt acknowledged the _
negative factors related to
an increase, including the
difficulty to students, faculty and staff of flaying a
higher price for patking. He
also recognized
a price
increase as an effective tool
to encourage drivers to use
alternate forms of transportation.
Pass agreed.
"1 think students should
really get behind [the use of]
alternative transportation,"
she said.

•

(Offer expires only when you do)

Get an AT&TUniversal MasterCard and yOU'llbe eternally grateful.
Because its more than just a credit card thats free of annual fees forever.
Ifs also an AT&Tcalling Card that currently gives you a lOOib discount
on already competitive AT&Tcalling card rates. Its all part of The i Plan:'

To apply, come by our booth on campus or call
1 800 438-8627.
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BSU ties with. Boise
are worth th$ effort.·
BSU and the Boise community enjoy a
partnership that is to be envied, particular-.
ly by other schools inIdaho. This partnership must be nurtured if we are going to
continue to enjoy it.
. While we may not always get our "fair
share" from the state. Board of Education,
and our alumni lists fail to stretch as far
back in time as those of U of I" the community of people that surrounds BSU makes
up 'for those potential disadvantages.
Myriad local companies have contributed to educational programs at BSU: One
good look at the names of some of the
buildings on campus tells of the financial
support we have received.
.
Additionally! BSU students, faculty and
staff depend on the community for affordable housing, for viable transportation and
for job opportunities.
The Boise community also benefits from
BSU. Members of the BSU community are
consumers who represent business opportunities for the Treasure Valley, particularly in essentials such as food and clothing.
BSU provides training for professional
positions and thus attracts companies to
the area, increasing employment opportunities. BSU provides space for music and
sports events, and. encourages .professtonal artists and intellectuals to visit the Boise

a~.

.

BSU and the surrounding community
are interlinked. Boise's housing and transportation questions are our own. Boise's
. improving economic health and increasing
cultural awareness will aid us in our journey to academic excellence only if we con-:
tinue to work together. Through commu-nication, perhaps BSU can continue to
develop with the Boise community, The
integration of our needs and the sharing of
our resources is a practice that will benefit
all parties concerned if it continues to happen.
.

<

The Arbiter Editorial Board is made up of Editor-in-chief
Dawn Kramer, Managing Editor Adam Forbes, News Editor
Corky Hansen, Features Editor Nancy GfilY,Culture Editor
Melanie Delon, Sports Editor Scott Samples and Chief.Copy
Editor Eve Costello.
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Living in this North
"000 you have any big
American society makes a perbinz?" (If you think it's
son of color do bizarre things.
hard to read, try giving him
It's not really our fault, either.
an accurate reply.)
. .
So many people whose ethnic
At first I thought he was
ties are evident by their skin
poking fun at the name of
color, language, and / or dress. '
the restaurant. Well he
are "encouraged" to blend
wasn't. I laughed polite
into orielbig •.. crayon;
..'
little "oh, how cute'-;you
Usuall~lthe color of that craymade a funny" laugh and' .
on is white.
then he 'repeated his quesSounds like difficult task
tion, this time with a little
• to make white fromvivid colmore fervor and a lot less
smile. "00 you have bekked .
ors like copper, silmna,olive,
and cocoa, huh? But, some of
beanz?" Thanks to his purus manage to do it~to "blend .
poseful pronunciation, I
in" and make the ride known
finally realized that he was
as "living in America" more than a trip to
asking if the restaurant served BAKED
the bathroom.
.
BEANS!
Until this summer, I was pretty sure I had
Before I could reach for the menu to
finally fooled folks into believing I had com- answer his question, he spits out; "Oh, never
pleted my metamorphosis from being an
mind! You don't speak English, anyway!"
individual brown crayon into a shaving of
Mr. Boston then spun on his heel and left me
that huge white crayon. It took a white man wondering why he would think that I didn't
from Boston to make me realize that neither
know English. I thought, "Oh, well. I have
he nor anyone else but me was fooled.
dishes to clear anyway." That was when I
I worked at the Brick Oven Beanery this
saw it.
.
summer during the height of the River
.. I saw the deep brown color of my arms as
Festival. The Festival's current pulled in
I reached across the bar to clear away some
some pretty intolerant characters (OK, let's
dishes. That's whenI realized that the
. stop being nice-racists!) to our Boise banks.
brown-the Mexican on the inside of
I met one of these ... people. He had a pretme-had a matching exterior. I wasn't .
ty thick Bostonian accent and I think his tan
ashamed of being a Mexican woman, I had
put him: a shade or two past my Uncle
just forgotten that it oftentimes means
Pancho's usual skin hue. Mr.Boston
dumb, brown girl instead of .
approached me where I stood behind the
. Communication/English
major. He should
outdoor bar at the rear of the restaurant fachave stuck around a while longer. I could
ing the center of the Festival's din. He said,
have taught him how to say baked beans.

a
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The Arbiter I'eCC?8J'izes.ScottSamples as 'Biter-o-~week.
Samples has endured three unusually trying weeks;
.
Next week we'll try to get you some feat pictures, Scott.
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Durante el verano tuve la oportuintenta recortar los gar
nidad de visitar el Ecuador, de ver a
tos presupuestarios con
mi familia, saludar a mis amigos y
• el despido masivo de
regresar un poco a mi verdadera
empleados.publicos:
identidad de ser humano. Este viaje
50.000 hasta la fecha.
a la vez sirvio para encontranne con
Al mismo tiempo que
la dura realidad de 10 que significa
la desesperanza crece,
pertenecersea un pais del Tercer . la falta de fe se transMundo, pequeno y subdesarrollado.
forma en violencia. En
La pobreza creciente de la mayoprincipio es una violenria !Ie la pobladon y la cafda de mas
cia personal que lleva a
y mas gente en niveles de absoluta
muchagente joven a
miseriaes una impresicnque uno
buscar en la delincuenredbe en cualquier parte del pais.
cia, en las drogas y en
Una de las principaIes razones
la prostltucion el dinero
_para que el Ecuador, al igual que
que en otros lados Ie es
otros pafses latinomericanos, viva en
negados,
una situacion de recesion economica
La denlgracion del ser humano
es la-falta de un adecuado control de
no termina allf, En las calles de la
la infladon, de la falta de inversion
ciudad, Ia'presenda de nifios trabaextranjera,del alto nivel de desemjadores crece desenfrenadamente.
pleo y subempleo y de la falta de un
Muchos nifios durante todo el dfa
gobiemo con responsabilidad social.
limpian zapatos, venden el peri6diLos hechos hablan por si solos.
co, caramelos 0 cualquier baratija,
Mientrasun alto porcentaje de la
piden comida, 0 venden flores.Los
poblacion econ6micamente activa
ancianos aumentan el triste cuadro
vive en el desempleo, el gobiemo
de la ciudad con sus trapos viejos y

ns rshl
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Vets announce trivia winner
The Veterans Forum
wishes to congratulate
Larry Esson, the winner of
our first (but not last> trivia
contest: In reference to the
old Opaline schoolhouse,
located near the
Communication Building,
our trivia question was, .
"Where is Opaline, Idaho?"
Larry had the most correct
answer of/'Opaline is a
small community, east of
Marsing on the Snake
River--about five to seyen

.miles. There's an Opaline
pumping station. The .
Blackstocksare one of the
original pioneer families."
Larry won a BSU coffee
mug.
For the fun of it, can you
name the current BSU professor whose mother taught
at the Opaline school at its
original location?
Stay tuned for our future
-trivia contests.
Veterans Forum
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, new organiZatib~.at '
BSU, Voices for":
Censorship Awareness,

~'S

CI

kl sf

What does child
abuse have in Common
with high school curriculum-setting? Maybe
nothing-maybe a lot.
Maybe botl\ activities
involve censorship. A

'J

•

sus rostros mendihan adentrado ya en la sociedad con
gos que exigen un
nombres y apellidos ecuatorianos.
poco de justicia.
El Ecuador es solo un pequeno
- Cuando al fin , pals mas de Latinoamerica con
lamiseria vence a
grandes problemas.economicos y
la esperanza, la
sociales que ha empezado a caer en
violenciadeja de
la miseria, la denigradon del ser
ser individual
humano y de la sociedad, la falta de
para vol verse
esperanza y de fe en el futuro. colectiva. EI
Sociedades con tremendos niveles
.Ecuador, pais que
de injusticia social son el terreno
. antes era conocido
propicio donde se siembran odios,
par ser una isla de
envidias, desencantos y deseos de
'paz en medio de
revancha.
_un mar de torMientras los Estados Unidos y las
mentas desatadas
otras grandes potencias del mundo
en los pafses vedmiren con indeferencia a la pobreza
nos de Colombia y Peru, ha empeza- - de los pafses del tercer mundo, los
do a mostrar sfntomas de convulpeligros de que nuevos Vietnams,
sion social.
Somalfas, Etiopias 0 Yugoslavias se
Las paredes de Ia ciudad
repitan en el mundo existen y son
.un estigma para el futuro de la'
empiezan a mostrar las huellas de
humanidad,
un movimiento guerrillero urbano
con la misma orientacion marxistamaofsta del temible Sendero
Translations are available upon
Lumirioso del Peru, el Puka Inti 0
request by writing to The Arbiter, 1910
Sol Rojo. Los carteles de la droga se
University Dr., Boise, ID 83706.

Coyote
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will soon begin to
explore such questions.
It hasbegun the
formidable task of
investigating the nature of
censorship.
I hope the members of this group will
discover the connections among communication, control, and oppression.
If they succeed at understanding
those connections, they will have
crossed that invisible line between the
regions of control and freedom. They
. will have accomplished the most impor• tant task that a scholar can attempt.
They will have recognized the difference
between communication and control.
They will have leapt over the edge.
Obviously, I feel very passionate
about the issue of censorship.
I suspect that the other members of
Voices for Censorship Awareness feel _
passionate about the issue too, but they
_may disagree with my perspective on
censorship.
_
But that's OK, because VCA welcomes diversity of perspective.
Members of the organization, both students and faculty, educate themselves
and the public about censorship-eeven
though individuals in the group are free
to disagree about the definition of censorship,
-There are no dues or fees for membership in VCA, which brings to mind a
question I have about censorship.
When particular members of our cul-.
ture are denied access to forms of communication because of financial constraints, is such denial a form of censorshi ?

.rust what are the boundaries of censorship? Is censorship ever appropriate
or necessary? What about pornography? If VCA seeks to educate, it must
address these questions--and more. An advocacy group, People for the
American Way, reports that censorship

.

attempts in public high
schools-mostly bookbanning
efforts-s-increased significantly last year. I also
keep hearing that there is
a grass-roots movement
putting Christian funda- .
mentalists on school
boards across the nation.
These events concern
those who decry censorship.
Yet some fundamentalist teachers cry censorship when not allowed to
teach creation theory in the public
, schools. Some argue that the banning of
formal group prayers in school is a form
of censorship.
Another group of concerned citizens,
feminists, sometimes argue that censorship is at work when advertisers dictate
the kinds of articles available to women
in women's magazines. For example, a
lipstick manufacturer can insist that
their ad run opposite an article about
skin care-even when women have read
enough skin care articles to last them a
lifetime.
What about when children in our culture feel afraid to talk about their child
abuse experiences because they know
that their lives will then become even
more difficult? Is that a kind of censorship?
What about when lesbian and gay parents learn that they better keep their sexual orientation a secret-or risk losing
custody oftheirchildren? A judge in
. Vuginia just took a child away from a
, mother because the mother lives with a
female lover. Will the judge's decision
serve to censor thousands?
Students and teachers who care about
academic freedom, who feel concern
about censorship, who see connections
among communication, control, and
power, who want to increase awareness
about these issues-or who just want to
watch the fur fly-will meet in the SUB
on Wednesday, Sept. 22, for an hlteresting
communication event: the first official
meeting of Voices for Censorship
Awareness.
-Watch out. The rhetoric will be moving fast. Come and help us catch it before
it blurs •.
I
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Ideas to improve program lnciudetnote

s uttl
stops, faster setvlce andJaterrunning

ttmes

Nancy Gray
Features Editor
Dave Fotsch
Staff Writer
Student
reaction
to the new
shuttle system has been mixed, This
w..~el< the "range of comments ran
from "this is great" to "1 still have to
walk .to class." And so the rumbling
goes on.
'
BSU students agree; even with the
bugs that need to be worked out, the
shuttle system is still better than no
system at all.
,,'
"
In fact, education major Lindsey
Troxel said she'd like to congratulate
President Charles Ruch and Mayor
Brent Coles for taking the initiative
and finally doing something about
the parking problem.
'
Kudos aside, Truxel, as well as
other riders, offered suggestions for
improvement.
Currently the shuttle shirts its run
at 8:20 a.m. Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays
and at 8:55 a.m.
Tuesdays and Thursdays, in front of
the Bronco Stadium ticket office.
Many students have neither the time
nor the patience to wait until 8:25 or
8:30 for the shuttle to hit their stop.
Students interviewed suggested that
the shuttle start its run at 8 or 8:10
Use of the shuttle bus has gone up from 107 riders on the f,irst day to about 260.270 daily.
a.m,
C>
Another suggestion
is to have
the driver's seat.
lithe ride is very relaxing, and It's
hoursare.and then adjust the shuttle
more designated
pickup points. ,
The intersection
at University
, nice not to berushed trying to get to
schedule accordingly.
Students aren't always close to a '
Drive and Grant Street is another
class," said 'Iruxel,
Campus
Safety director
Bob
marked stop and several have been
point of contention. It takes' 5 to 6
She did agree, however,
that
Seibolt's initial prediction
of the
seen chasing the bus on foot through
minutes
just to get out of .the
changes
in
the : times
and
system's "smashing success" came
the parking lot screaming "stop" at a
parking lot,' half the amount ot time
improvements
in
the
route
were
true, for the most part.
preoccupied bus driver.
it should take the shuttle to make a
needed.
.
"Stop" is a key word in this
complete loop around campus. A
Rene
'Bolivar,
situation. The shuttle doesn't stop at
stoplight posted at the intersection
who
has
been
"
every stop to let students off unless
was suggested
by many of the
driving .the shuttle
.
.
a student requests to be let off by
students.
since
day
one,
has
touching the communicator-like
But
students
also 'noted
noticed more riders,
strip over the seats.
.
, modifications
would have to be
and some familiar
'OU
The shuttle does stop for students
made to the University Drive leftwaiting to get on, bu t a shy or
faces.
turn lane and residential
streets
. "Once they try it,
inexperienced rider might have to would have to be widened
to
they like it," said
circle the campus two or three times
eliminate
many
of the route
Bolivar.
before getting up the nerve to yell
problems.
According
to
"whoa" or figure out the strip
Truxel, who commutes
from
John
Franden,
t
system. One suggestion was to have
Caldwell, said she rides the shuttle
executive assistant
.S U
stop-and-go instructions posted over
every" day.
to the president, the .
numbers
prove
B 0 1 i 'v a r ' s
" observations.
On the first day
107 'people
took
advantage
of the
shuttle
service.
Dave Fotsch
stops.
at the
College
of
Currently
the
Staff Writer
Technology Building on Euclid
average is between
..,.
and two riders disembark.
260 and 270 riders per day.
Truxel said, as did many other
, In an attempt to ga~'ge the
• 11:50 a.m.The shuttle
Social Work major Tyann Drake
students, that the drivers will playa
efficiency of the Bronco Shuttle,
stops at the intersection
of
uses the shuttle to get from one end
major role in the shuttle's success.
The Arbiter did an informal
lincoln and University and four
of
campus to the other between
"They're
very nice .and very
study on Thursday, Sept. 9. What
riders board.
.
classes. She says the bus is faster
considerate. They really make you
follows is a typical circuit of the
• 11:52 a.m.The shuttle
than walking.
feel good in the morning.
There
Bronco Shuttle on that day.
returns to the stop in front of the
"1 just wish it ran longer in the
should
be
more
people
with
that
• 11:33 a.m.The Arbiter
Administration
Building and
afternoon," she said.
reporter arrives at bus stop in
attitude
toward
students
on
two riders disembark.
Franden
said he has heard
front of the Administration
campus," said TruxeI.
The Bronco Shuttle kept its
students
complain
about
the
, Building on University Drive.
Pleasant,
smiling drivers
just
promise to make the campus
.shuttle's afternoon hours a lot.
• 11:39 a.m.The shuttle
might
be
what
the
bus
needs
to
loop in 13 minutes, which driver
The shuttle service stops between
arrives at the stop and the
make ironing out those little bugs a
Rene Bolivar said is pretty good
1:50
to
5:10
p.m.
everyday
except
Arbiter reporter boards. There
lot easier for students to tolerate
time. The average trip is15
Friday,
when
service
stops
are three other passengers.
Meanwhile,
BSU and
BUS
altogether
at
1:50
p.m.
minutes
in
a
clockwise
circle
of
• 11:42 a.m.The shuttle
officials encourage students to ride
,
Franden
said
the
problem
is
the
BSU
campus,
depending
on
makes
a stop
behind,
the
the shuttle.
They also suggest
simple. "I've only got so much
traffic and the number of stops
Education
Building and two
students call" them to let them know
money
to
work
with,"
he
said.
.
that
must
be
made.
riders disembark. '
how ihe shuttle system is working.
It might be possible to decrease
Since there are two buses
-11 :43 a.m.The shuttle
Contact
Bob Seibolt on campus at
evening
shuttle
hours
to
provide
:
running during regular shuttle
stops behind the library and two
385-3226.
Students can reach Boise
more
daytime
hours;
said
Franden.
hours,
timing
should
work
out
riders board.
.
He said a change in the schedule
Urban Stages by calling 336-1010.
just about right for the shuttle to
- 11:44 a.m.The shuttle
would be easier than trying to find
One last word on the shuttle:
also keep its promise to have a ,
stops behind the Pavilion and
more
money."
.
Students
do not have to flash their
bus at any particular stop within"
one rider disembarks.
Within a few weeks Franden -said
ID to ride aroundcampus,
An 10 is
seven minutes.
- 11:47 a.m.The shuttle
Parking and Safety Yiill be able to
only needed when riding the City
determine what peak ridership
transit routes.

They're very nice and
,very considerate. They
f I
d
rea'll, make
ee goo
in the morning. There
should ,be more people
,with Ihat attitude towards
'd I
'
en s on campus.

Bronco Shuttle meets
promise of timeliness

-. Lindsey Truxel
. Education Major
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SAP and Faceliftalong with their lat-' ; Box," released in January of 1991,
est LP, released in Sept. '92, Dirt. made a slow rise to the
. Thanks to Jerry Cantrell's rough gui- Top 20, and
tar 'licks, Sean Kinney's deadly
rhythms, former Ozzy Osbourne
bassist Mike Inez' booming
,
beat and bizarre'
. frontman

along with appearances
on ABC-TV's "In Concert," and "Entertainment Tonight."
rammy 'nominees
AliceIn Chains will
The group's perfor.
bring their brand of
mance in Boise will
,
hardcore in-your-face
not only carryon
.
'.
. grunge to the BSU
their visual style, it
.Pavilion
on Sept.
will also support the
19-the last date of their Dirt
need for medium
• tour.
size concerts' in
No One
Boise.
At the
can
say
request of Alice In
Alice
In
Chains,
only
Chains is a
3,500
tickets'
lazy group;
were issued for
Since their
sale.
union
in
In a city
1987,
they
where
the
have called the
choices are
studio and tour
limited
to
bus,
home.
full-size
S\lC\d~"·
They've put out
Pavilion big
\50\\\\5
three
albums"
or Crazy Horse
~60a
fOG
toured with acts
small, a performance by a
~~n\O
such as Megadeth
big name college grunge band is
~\C\C\O""
.
and Van Halen, and
beneficial to those who like to mix
So~n
paved
performed on multi- "
the intimacy of a private clubs with
~\ 3C\d
the way for
act festival tours
the rockfest atmosphere of large areC~C\\ce '
Alice's biggest hit to
such 'as Clash of the
nas.
lO'" Jet1'l
date. "Would?," from the soundTitans and, most
Opening for Alice In Chains will
C\eS\~
.. . Layne .track. to the movie Singles, brought
recently, Lollapalooza
be alternative music rookies Tad.
..
\I\e~ \.~"Staley's excel-' thi~.~attle qua~t national success.
'93.
.....
<':'
, ",\~e
lent' forcing vocals
.Ailee In Chams owes much of the Tickets for the concert slated to
Sunday night,' Alice
begin at 7:30 are available at Selectsongs such ~s "Them Bones":'
~ttent~on .it. a. ~as received to the
In Chains will delight ,
a-Seat
outlets for $16.50 general
"Rooster"
and
"Angry
Chair"
have
group
s
vlsibtlity,
They
appeared
Boise audiences by per,
severa! time,~ on ~TV's ~'Head,; admission, $15 for BSU students
forming songs off their past albums, been huie hits..
with BSU1.0.
.
. Their first hit single, "Man In A banger s Ball. and 120 Minutes,
c-

•

I

Sabbath to. Addiction',
urrl
Jackmormon plays it all sw

JUdy Carroll
Staff Writer

Jam, Soundgarden, and Jane's
Addiction as well as their
own originals. Jackmormon's
Iackrnormon is a band
musical taste leans heavily
name that could offend/but
"toward Seattle's grunge
is intended to be aq~od;,'>,1?i!Dds, but they don't want to
natured poke @<,th~,'iJ?s:t<::,'bepigeonholed as such.
about religious systeIij~~:;7~/'i~;r::;tOne of their most popular,
"All our band mem!:Hits'%<\'Sets
is a tribute to Black Sabhave their own beli~~:~«,~04;::~kath. The~ honor ?ther great.
as the C:reator:~~t,X~.l~q~gH;;\;~Pl>;~l~;~~~,g,,{OC~,
mfluenc~s
makes It a b!g.,p~ql?!~m~';~\;;:~;Wl'~, ,; ~~lcation of mUSIexplained 9~.~Y::~;!~.;~~~~;;:.rc*.
t,Jtinclude
Thin
mann. "It causesW4tS/\lt;;J \ '..
"""",',B,in Trower,
causes fights:(f~MY~;ti:i)~ne;2.\;,,;~I.fllq;tfg9\)meqlb«:!rs of.
God. It's orgaI}!z~~.~B~Ip~:;;;J~s:l.2t~ting,tl have ot?er job~,
that I have a pro1;ileJll:~ltJt;t<;{'stljell'>mamfocus
15 their
Jackmormon:has carded," :.music:,'prims are in the works
their satiricaIp~~p14(~ld~,a'>,:~,<,
)fpta,">~emoCD to be released
year, keepil1gr;WJ 1; , r,':'i,;!'!9y~ber
or early Decemdition.aI.tongqf:,
,~r:;r~~1ffn0rmon.freq~ent1y
at re!lglOn'i~/t<;/<'''i''!.\
?~t~(~F~~!
at Gramey sand
has lDc.lu~,~(j:,~~;pl~.~~9F,
1, 1,"
,i1~\~P~l}~Pfor Blue ~fster
na~~~,1mclp.gmg;p~~li~,9~,;;pJt;~J}~'i9ghat
at BOgie.s.
M~~Yf,andJp'r,~¥¢'giiln;l~j;: J::;,:tli~e'.!Wy,~.:!t~y~;P;\
differ-

';t

Th' ir;::rl¢w{sOn"u;ff:tJap'

~m";'

ta~e'Q# suttess;"t..lstening

su9Je<.;tpfreligloIltt~eYJll1<e ....•
·znJ.:'f~S~lIl.l?}~~JW':·~ sa Id
theirrotk'··'n'··,rolha~)furi/Op',) .\Glil~e~~?ma)lln;:"iBiJ,SICallyI
Sept. 15-18Jackiriorino'n will ,wantlO'gp across'the world
rock Grainey's Basement.
to fish where I want, and pay
bringing,a mixture of cover
for it with my music. That's_
tunes by bands such as Pearl my goal."

n
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Melanie Delon
Culture ,;Editor
In this' glorious month of
September, several openings
will breathe new air into
Boise.
The Blues Bouquet opens
its doors for a second weekend at 9 p.m. On opening
night the Blues Bouquet
played host to live music by
Chicken Cordon Blues Band
and The Hoochie Coochie
Men.
Owner Barney Southard,
the drummer/vocalist for The
Hoochie Coochie Men, plans'
to feature the best in live and
recorded blues at his club.
The club's slogan is "the
blues, the whole blues, and
nothing but the blues."
Southard plans to use the
Blues Bouquet's vast music
collection to further the edu:"
cation of Boiseans in blues
music. Recorded blues musicians to be featured include
BB King, Muddy Waters,
Howling Wolf, Stevie Ray
Vaughn, and Etta James.
Shifting from classic blues
to courtroom drama, the
action in Boise is ongoing as
the.ACLU-sponsored production Inherit the Wind makes an

·~;ii~~rfti~t;~il(l~li~

,

appearance Sept. 16-17 an~.
24-25 in the BSU Special
Events Center at 8 p.m.
Former Idaho Attorney
General Tony Park will star as
Matthew Harrison Brady in
the 1925drama based on the
Scopes Monkey Trial.
The trial resulted from
Scopes' deliberate violation of
a Tennessee law which pr07.thibited the teaching of Darwin's theory of evolution. In
the original case, the ACLU
funded Scopes' defense.
.
Inherit the Wind should
not only be taken as entertainment, but also as a lesson
on academic freedom-something important to the ACLU.
TIckets for the event are available at Select-a-Seat for $10
general admission and $5 for
BSU students with their BSU
1.0.at the door.'
Going from championing
the cause of human rights to
the cause of animal rights,
Between Pictures: The Nell
Shipman Story .will open this
week at the Idaho Historical
Museum.
~
Nell Shipman, a 1920's
silent film star, established

• Funcontinued on
pagelS

Tuesday, September

.

.MUSIC
Blues Bol1quet 345-6605. 1010 Main.
Doors open Monday-Saturday, 9 p.m.-2
a.m, Music by the Hoochie Coochie Men
at 8:30 p.m. Tuesday- Thursday and 9
p.m. Friday and Saturday.

RECITALS

,

,

. . Braval385-1223. Sponsored by Student
Activities. Located on the first floor of the
Student Union. Admission is free. All
shows begin at 7:30 p.m. Sept; 17: eontemporary folk trio TIndall.

Faculty Artist Series 385-3980. Sponsored by the BSU department of music.
All recitals held in the Morrison Center
Recital Hall. Admission is $4 general, $2
seniors, and free to BSU students, faculty, and staff. Sept. 17: guitarists Joseph
Baldassarre and George Thompson at
7:30p.m.
.

The Cactus Bar 342-9732.517 W. Main.
Doors open at 9 p.m. Ages 21 and over.
Mondays and Thursdays are open mic
nights.
.

THEATER

. .

. Between Pictures: The Nell Shipman Story 345-9858. Sponsored by the
IdahoHtstorical
Museum. Admission is
$6.50 general, $S seniors in advance or at
the door.vThe show, starring
Idaho
actress Jenny Sternling, will run Sept. 1618 at 8 p.m. and Sept. 19 at 2 p.m.

Crazy Horse 384-9330. 1519 W. Main.
All ages welcome. All events are $5 at the
door. Sept. 17: Technorave withD] TIde.
Sept. 18: Epitaph recording artists The Offspring with Haggis and Q.
Dino's 345-2295. '4802 W. Emerald.
Doors open Mon.-Sat. at 9 p.m Ages 21
and over.Sepl 13-25: Sweet Savage.
Grainey's Basement 345-295~;'}07 S.
6th. Open 8:3Q.p.m.-2 a.m. Ages 21 and
over. Sept. 15-18:[ackMormon,
Hannah's
345-7557; 621 W. Main.
Doors open at 3 p.m. on weekdays, 5 p.m.
weekends. Ages 21 and over. Wednesday
nights are ladies' nights. Tuesday nights
feature acoustic duo Gemini. WednesdaySaturday: Secret Agents.
Koffee Klatsch 345-0452. 409 S. 8th. 18
and over after 9 p.m. No cover charge.
Sept. 16: Geppetto's Wo()dboys. Sept. 17:
Hoi Polloi (unplugged). Sept. 18: Greg
Martinez with John Berryhill.
Lock, Stock N' Barrel 385-9060. 4705
Emerald. Open 8.p.m.-midnight. Ages 21
and over. Tuesday-Saturday:
Tauge &
Faulkner.

Party In The Park by Johnny the K .
344-7312, Sponsored by Kid's Koncerts.
TIckets are $6 with discounts for families
and groups. .The show will begin at 1
p.m, on Sept. 18 in the Special Events
Center.

Pengilly's
345-6344. 513 W. Main.
Ages 21 and over. Every Monday night is
acoustic jam night featuring John Hansen.
Sept. 15-18: John Hansen.

. Idaho Shakespeare
Festival
3369221. Amphitheater
on Park Center.
TIckets are $9-$13.50 and $~ for preview
shows at Select-a-Seat. Student tickets
are half price-Sept .. 17-18at the door
. With ,BSU 10 card. The show featured is
The Comedy of Errors.

Tom 'Grainey's 345-2505. 109 S. 6th.
Open 9:30 p.m.-2 a.m, Ages 21 and over.
Inherit The Wind 344-5243. SponSunday nights feature rock n' roll with Boi ;
sored by the BSU ACLU Club and the
Howdy. Monday night is blues night.feaIdaho chapter of ACLU. TIckets are $10
turing Chicken Cordon Blues. Tuesday.
at
Select-a-Seat. Students receive half
night is jazz night featuring Opus Pocus
price ticketswith
BSU 10. The drama
from 8:30 p.m.-close. Sept. 15-18: Deep
will be at 8 p.m. in the Special Events
Down Trauma Hounds.
.
Center on Sept. 16-17 and 24-25.

CONCERTS
Alice In Chains 385-3535. Sponsored
by Monqui Presents. Tickets are $16.50
at Select-a-Seat. The show, featuring special guests Tad, begins at 7:30p.m. on
Sept. 19 in the Pavilion.

ART
North American Indian Paintings by
George Catlin 345-8330. 670 Julia Davis
Dr. Sponsored by the Boise Art Museum.
Museum hours are 10 a.m.-5 p.rn. Tues-

day-Friday and noon-5 p.m. Saturday·
and Sunday. Sept. 2: Museum is open
until 9 p.m., admission is $3. Admission
is $3 general, $2 students and seniors, $1
school age children, and5·and under are
free. Catlin's exhibit will run Aug. 28Oct. 24. Also featured through Oct. 24:
Oversize Still Life: Selections from the
Glenn C. janss Collection of American
Realism and Selections from the Pennanent Collection: James Castle Drawings.
Northwest Invitational
Exhibit 3851310. Located in BSU Gallery I in the
Liberal Arts Building, Sponsored by the •
BSU department
of art. Admission
is
free. The display, featuring contemporary Northwest artists, will run Sept. 10Oct. 8.
Untitled Architectural
Photographs
by Warren Parks 385-1223. Locatedin the
. Student Union Gallery. Admission is free.
The display will run through Sept. 17.

STUDENT PROGRAMS
BOARD (SPB)
Student Programs Board Performing
Arts Series 385-3655. TIckets available at
Select-a-Seat are $7 general admission,
$3 BSU students,
faculty, staff and
seniors. Season tickets available until
Sept. 16 are $28 general, $12 BSU faculty,
staff, students and seniors,
Sept; 16: "A Woman's
Work," cosponsored
by OELA and the Idaho
Commission on Hispanic Affairs, will
begin at 8 p.m. in the Jordan Ballroom of
the Student Union.

MISe.
Brown Bag Series 334-2120. 610 N.
Julia Davis Drive. Sponsored
by the
Idaho Historical Museum. $1 donation is
requested. Programs begin at noon and
run for one hour.

by
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These organizations

Staff Writer

Judy

Carroll

and more will be therell

Hewlett - Packard
Morrison Knudsen Corporation
Boise Independent School District #1
Micron, Inc.
St. Alphonsus Medical Center
St. Luke's Regional Medical Center
Brigham Young University Law School
Peace Corps
Coopers & Lybrand
Red Lion Hotels & Inns
Thunderbird Grad Sch International Mgmt
State Farm Insurance Company
Jay Jacobs, Inc.
J.C. Penney
First Security Bank of Idaho
Boise Social Security Administration
Gonzaga University School of Law
Waddell & Reed
National Weather Service
Treasure Vqlley Manor
'Idaho State Dept. of Health & Welfare
Idaho State Dept. of Law Enforcement
Willamette University Grad. Sch. ofMgmt.

~~t'"1'

\tt~~~

Sept. 16, 10:.00 am - 3:30 pm, SUB Jordan Ballroom
Learn about employers, graduate schools, internships, re-quirements!
Make contacts, network!
.
Sponsored by BSU .Career Planning & Placement
.

'

.

-
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ttl saturati'
When Sleepless in Seattle came
, out, I thought I was going to be sick
This cheesy movie was one example
of the great exploitation of Seattle.
I have wanted to move to Seattle
since I was 15 years old, but since
everyone and, her dog is either planningto move; or has moved, to Seattle, this jet city doesn't seem appealing anymore.
Seattle has fallen victim to the
harsh whip of corporate greed, turning the culture of Seattlites ,into
America's latest fad. People migrate

'5 lif

in droves just to get in
on the happening
music scene and the
amusing lifestyle, but
this proved
to he
nothing but trouble
for the locals.
, At this year's Endfest, an annual daylong concert benefit
for a Seattle alternative radio
station,
Harnmerbox was the
only Seattle band' to
play. As vocalist Carrie
Akresaid,
"Seattle is
sick of Seattle."

sh w's

,

pagelS

herself as a pioneer in the
film industry and as an animal rights activist. She built
her own movie studio on the
banks of Priest Lake' in
northern Idaho in 1921 and
supported the movement for
the humane treatment
of
animals.
Shipman'sautobiography, The Silent Screen and
My Talking Heart, was published by BSU's Hemmingway Center for. Western
Studies.
Idaho actress Jenny Sternling will portray the silent
film star. Stemling, formerly.
a BSU theater
student,
worked
with the 'Idaho
Shakespeare
Festival and
Boise Little Theater before

The first part of the family
tradition 1S something of an
inconvenience
because she
has already fallen in love
with Pedro Muzquiz.
When Pedro comes to ask
Mama Elena, who is a cross
between Cinderella's
Evil
Stepmother and Leona Helmsley, for Tita's hand in marriage, she instead agrees to
let Pedro marry RosauraTita's older sister.
Mama Elena is pretty
peeved at Tita for even considering marriage,
so she
punishes Tita for her boldness by putting her in charge
of the preparation of her sister's wedding banquet. She
disallows Tita to display her
true emotions of loss and

,ts

insi

IS

Tita's life. She then goes on
to narrate her forthcoming
culinary adventures.
Like
Hey, readers! September is
Water for Chocolate is a fictionHispanic Month in Idaho and
al story about Tita and the
it is worthwhile to honor this
special talents she possesses
important
occasion
with
in preparing food. The author
something other than snarfis a master at revealing the
ing a sackful of Chilitos at
tacit role of food in Mexican
Taco Bell.
culture, the importance of
To truly experience the feroral histories and the passing
vor of what it means to
on of recipes.
descend from Latin roots, I
Esquivel starts each chapsuggest
reading
Laura
ter with monthly installments
Esquivel's
Like Water for
of exotic recipes. Into these
Chocolate and/or catch the
recipes she breathes .intense
movie based on the book
feeling and great meaning by
Como Agua Para Chocolate.
letting Tita use the dishes as
This book was the numberan outlet for her stifled emoone bestseller in Mexico in
tions.
1990.
In the first chapter Tita is
Esquivel's heroine is Tita,
confronted
with the cruel
the youngest of three daughconsequ. ence,s of an, old fami,-'
ters born to Mama Elena on a
ly tradition-which
says that
Mexican'ranchdliring
the" 'because she is the youngest
late 1890s. As the story
daughter,
shemust never
begins! Tita's gre3;t-n~ece is . marry and she must take care
, narra nng the beginning of
of her mother until she dies.

from

This is just one
Anything cool or interesting will
, example of the sellbe up for sale the next time you venout of a people and
ture to the mall. Wholesale marketing
a culture. Now you , practices rob alternative culture of its
can buy the grunge
meaning by preying on those who
look at Fred Meyer
will wear it, do it, or go with it just to
be rln,":
or J.e. Penney's and
read
magazines
I{ you like mashing
to original
with articles about
music, showing contempt for corpora"
what tapes or CD's
tions and wearing old flannel, then the •. ,
you must have to fit
authentic grunge lifestyle is for you.
into the fad of alterMy advice is to be true to yourself
nativism.
That
and the meaning of that which you
doesn't say much
buy into. In a time when everything
about the originality
from attitudes to religion is up for
and individuality of
sale, irs up to you to 'retain your,
America's youth.
individuality.
'
II

Lisa E. Sanchez
Culture Writer

• Fun'continued
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Melanie Delon
Culture Editor

Tit

int hits all-tim

grief.
, Poor Tita does a pretty
good job of keeping a firm
upper lip until it is time to
frost the wedding
cake.
Tita's tears, a concentrated
liquid carrying her stifled
sadness, splash into the frosting and are the first signs of
Tita's extraordinary culinary
talents.
When the guests at the
wedding party cat the tainted
cake, they are overcome with
feelings of longin~, frustration and pain. Tita s unintentional revenge comes when
the guests are racked with
fits of physical pain and
retching.
Tita continues to use food

,as a way to express her true
, feelings and to exert some
control in her closely-guard, ed life: There is plenty of
humor in the book to contrast
the sadness, and it is espe- '"
dally funny.
. Esquivel is accomplished
at weaving the magic and traditional sayings of Hispanic
culture with the emotions
that exist in all families and
cultures: love and loss. Like,
Water for Chocolate is a great
read. It showcases what Latinos
ha ve
known
for
moons-there's
more to our
salsa than just jalapenos, and
as Tita would say, 'The most
important step in cooking is
to do it with love."

"fRAUGHT WITH A STRIKING EROTICISM.

THAT NEARLY EXPLODES Of THE SCREEN."
"

,

-AobIrtEII1wont\,OETOUR~

.;~;~

moving to San Francisco
where she performed in several stage, film and television productions.
Between Pictures
will
run Sept. 16-18 at 8 p.m. and
'Sept. 19 at 2 p.m, Tickets for
the event are available at
The Idaho Historical Museum Gift Shop for $6.56 'general, $5 for seniors.

,clothes

for
people
lonlyl

Starts september

open m-s 11-6, sun 12-5

17

113 n. 11th st., 336-5034

Sept 16
lOam - 4pm
Student Union
Grand Ballroom

, Skills in Demand
.Math teachers'
Science teechers
English/ESL teachers
Environ. Science majors
Peace Corps Seattle Recruiting Office. 1-800-426·1022

,SUNDAYSEPY"'9' ,

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY ~~
BIU PAVILLION.

8:0015110WTIMI

$18.50 ADVANCEl • elMIRA" ADMISSION

'
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rin eas ssh ck -: f'returnin
Very Important Protege program, familiarizes the nontraditional
to ease the return to school
for nontraditional students.
The Very Important
Protege
(VIP)
Peer
Mentoring Program has
already attracted a great
deal of attention among
nontraditional students new
to the BSU campus, said

Kathleen F. Orcutt
StaffWriter
Along with hosting the
ongoing Nontraditional
Student Support Group
,_,~ meetings, BSU Student
Special Services introduced
a new men toring program

Nontraditional student
support group forming
Kathleen F. Orcutt
StaffWriter

newcomer who attends.
Longoria looks forward
to
seeing
more,
nontraditional students at
the next meeting, to be held
Sept. 15 at 3:30 p.m. ill the
Brink Room in the Student
Union Building. Future
meetings will be held every
other
Wednesday
throughout the semester.

You're a nontraditional
student in your third week
of school.
You're still
dashing around trying to
• figure out how to manage,
class time, study time and
"you-better-Ieave-time-foryour-family" time.
You're starting to wonder
why you ever thought you
could return to school and
make it all work out.
According to Dianna
Longoria, student assistant'
to the dean of student
special services, you are not
alone.
Longoria is heading the
Nontraditional
Support
Group for the second year.
"We want to make the
nontraditional students'
first semester less stressful,"
Longoria
said.
"Our
purpose is to keep them in
school to accomplish the
dreams that they might
otherwise lose along the
way."
,."- Longoria said speakers
scheduled for this semester
will cover topics such as
note-taking
skills, test
preparation/ anxiety, stress
reduction and financial aid.
"In addition, there will
always
be
informal
. ,'discussion time at every
meeting
to
address
questions on any topic,"
said Longoria.
"New
students can raise their
concerns,
and
more
seasoned students will be
on hand to share their
experiences in successfully
handling
similar
1'."F challenges." ,
Computer competency
and family relations were
discussed
at the first
meeting on Sept. 1, which 25
people attended.
Tiller Wilson instructed
the group on computer lab
~Se. ''You must be computer
hterate before graduating
from BSU,"he said.
'
JR Leigh explained how
he successfully devised a
working balance between
the demands of campus and _
his domestic life. '
Both'Wil~pn and Leigh
are part of the VIP Peer
Mentoring Program recently
initiated by Student Special
, I'Y Sen.'icesto,p~ovide one-on. ,.,one
support <between
experienced,
"and
.Inexperienced nontraditional
students:Severalrnentors
'
will. b~ilt'ea<:hSupport
. Group meeting, to help any

with the classroom

classes, professors
and
Dianna Longoria. student
assistant to th~ dean of campus resources, and help
students with other needs.
student speci\\l services,
"Mentors
will be' a
The program connects
personal friend on campus
interested
incoming
students, proteges, with' to share concerns with and,
help guide their proteges
nontraditional upper-class
through
a bewildering
students, mentors.
The
tangle of requirements and
objective
is to help
opportunities,"
said,
nontraditional
students
make the transition back to Longoria.
Mentors are carefully
school "more rewarding,
screened and, if selected for
successful and fun," said
the program, are provided
Longoria.
"The mentors are .all " training to bolster their
successful students who will counseling skills. Matches
be sharing their time and, between
proteges
and
expertise," Longoria said. A mentors are made based on
large
number
of lifestyle, interests and the
nontradi tional students'
student's
major,
said
Longoria'
",
, attending BSU last year
'Mentors will meet with
wanted to help newcomers
get through the hoops, so proteges every week on a '
the program was able to one-to-one basis for the first
start, she said.
half of the semester and
Mentors provide proteges every other week for the.
second half.
with information
about

t

About
52, incoming
students have expressed
interest
'in' the 'peerassistance program, so more
mentors will be needed to
'meet the demand,' Longoria
said.
There is no charge to
students for the .prograrn
and mentors can receive
internship credit for their
service.
"
At the vend .of the
semester, both mentors and
proteges will participate in
evaluating
the overall
success of the program.
" "The VIP Peer, Mentoring
Program
is a service
designed especially for 'the
many
nontraditional
.students new to BSU, many
of whom have to balance
on-campus and off-campus
life. We hope the word gets
out to them," said Longoria.

r

currently offers
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
If you're looklnq for a job
on campus that combines a
progressive pay plan, training,
and maybe even a career,
check out these job openings
at BSU Radio:

-Audio Engineers
- Business Assistants'

BSU Radio is one of the
fastest growing public radio
networks in the country, and is
quickly gaining a national reputation for outstanding programming--with staffing that relies
primarily 'on top-quality students.

If you meet these quallflcatlons ..~
':'BSU student with a minimum 2.67 G.P.A.
- Freshmen welcome with high school G.P.A. of 3.0
- Strong communication skills
' ,
- Desire to work with a high-intensity broadcast team

Pick ~~ an application form today!
Ap~hcatlon forms available at BSU Radio, Rm. 213,
Simplot-Micron Instructional Technology Center

,

,
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Scott Samples
Sports Editor

the summer to prepare for
the season. And so far, he's
pleased with the results.
It's easy to be optimistic
"By and large the men
about a team's potential
and women came in in good
success before the season
shape. We feel like we're as
even starts.
prepared as we ever have
Still,
the .BSU cross
been going into the first
country team is hoping this . week of competition,"
he
is the year it makes a run at.
said. ,
.
the Big Sky Conference title.
. The Broncos started their
Although the last couple
season
Saturday"
at the
of
years
have.
been
multi-team
Whitman
somewhat disappointing on
Invitational in Walla Walla,
both the men's and women's
Wash. The BSU men finished
sides 'of the.' team, .this
first while the women's
season'ssquad could have
team ended up second.
the experience and talent to
Last season's fourth place
challenge
to take horne a
finish was one of the men's
championship.·
,team's
best performances in
Boise State head coach
• Potential continued
Jim Klein said, the team as a
whole trained hard dU~ing .
on page 18

f II f

t
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Bronctls cruise in season opener
Scott Sam.ples
Sports Editor

The BSo. crosscountry
.teall\cotl1dn'tllave.started
-: itS seasoIlpf( much better.
.....
Ati '..the ...Whitman
Invitati()~al in Walla Walia,
wash,'<on·
..·.••
·~at~r~ay:.BSJJ(.~ifirst··. me~t.o(the
season±thel3ronc()men
won. theteamtiUewhile
tll~ .w()meri'ssqt1ad
finisheet~econd, o~epoint
behind
George"
Fox
College.
. ..
"We had a nice meet,"
head coach Jim Klein said.
.' "We were real pleased."

a

Boise State wound up
"The men, pretty much
with 59 points, edging
across the board, ran really
second place Washington
well," Klein said. "It was a
State, who had 61points.
nice opener for us."
The
men's
team
Boise State could have
received several strong • had an even better score if
perfo!mances,with
three
former Bronco Richard Lee
runners finishing in the
was eligible.
'
top 10. ,
Lee, an all-conference
Tom Roorda led Boise
runner for BSU last year,
State, finishing fifth with a ran unattached-in the race
time of 26 minutes,40.3
and
finished
second
seconds. Teammate Matt
overall
with a time of
Pruitt was close behind,
25:52.41.
Washington
corning in sixth at 26:46.03.
State's Patrick Mutari took
Shawn Lawler rounded
first place with a time of
out BSU's top three with a
ninth . place
finish
at
• Opener continued
26:52.76:
on page 18
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by
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Mark E. Woodall
Sports Writer

BSU·s Mike Wilson, left, runs a play against
Rhode Island two weeks ago.
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Football <
Sat.":- BSU·~Osts:
Northeastern,7:05 p.m.

at Bronco Stadium ..
\

V(JlleYb~1I ,
Fri. and Sat. ~BSU at
Cal-PoIY$CinJuis.< ..
ObispoToumament.AII
.day....'
'

as the offense couldn't generate yardage or
points against a stiff Wolf Pack defense.
~
\,~~.
The BSU running game accounted for
After beating upon a weaker Rhode
only 46 yards, 33 of which were gained by
Island team in its season opener the BSU
Lee Schrack on one play.
.
,
football team got bullied by Nevada, 38-lO.
Nevada
out-gained
Boise State on
'When you lose, you galla make it tough
offense 528 to 236, and the Broncos could
(on the other team)," BSU head coach Pokey
only manage six return yards on kickoffs
Allen said in a television interview on
and punts.
.
I<1VB.
Meanwhile, the defense couldn't stop
.',\
The Broncos appeared lethargic from
Nevada quarterback
Chris Vargas, who
start to finish.
connected
on 31 of 41 passes
while
After Nevada scored a touchdown on its
throwing
for 346 yards
and
three
first series of the game, BSU responded with
touchdowns,
or wide receiver
Bryan
their version of the hurry-up offense-three
Reeves, who made 11 catches for 149 yards:
plays and a punt. Boise State had 15 first
and a TO.
downsto Nevada's 29. ,
The Broncos received more bad news
The Broncos did manage to get on the
when tackle Chris Shepherd, one of BSU's
"board in the first half with a Greg Erickson
defensive leaders, tore two ligaments in his
.field goal.
'
knee in the first quarter. Shepherd is likely
Nevada answered the Bronco field goal
out for the season.
with a field goal of their own to end the first
Boise State has a chance to return to their
quarter, giving the Wolf Pack a lO-3Iead.
bully status this week, as they host
The Broncos couldn't manage another
,Northeastern University.
.
score again until late in the fourth quarter.
"We're talented enough to be a good
Tight end Del Graven scored the only
team, we're just making
too many
Bronco touchdown on a 3 -yard pass from'
mistakes," Allen said:
quarterback Danny Langsdorf. Graven led
The Huskies finished last season with a
''¥;
BSU's receivers by catching seven passes for
5-5-1 record in the Yankee Conferencethe
111yards.
same conference as BSU's only victim,
Things went badly for Boise State all day,
Rhode Island, plays in.

5 ik rs stu
Layne Hansen
Sports Writer
Despite having a 3-1 record after
the first week of the season, the BSU
volleyball
team wasn't
overly
confident
going into last week's
University of Utah Tournament.
"This was only our second
tournament,"BSU
head coach
Darlene Bailey said. "We knew ,that
we were going to be playing stiffer
competition" and at this point our
record is unimportant:'
Going into the tourney, Bailey
knew it was going to be the toughest
challenge for her team this early in the
season. Two of BSU's opponents,

n first'r a trio
Sacramento
State and Utah, were
strong teams:
"We knew that (San Francisco)
would be down because they have a
new coach," Bailey said ..
Sacramento State; Boise's first
opponent, opened the match with a
strong 15-8 -win in the first game. The
Broncos played better in the next two
games, but couldn't manage a win,
losing 15-12 in the second, and 15-10
in the third.
Boise State tried to bounce back 'in
its match against Utah, beating the
Utes 15-13 in the first game. But Utah
came back and easily won the next
three games, 15-3, 15-11, 15-4.
"We didn't play well against

Sacramento State, but we played all
right against Utah," Bailey said.
After the tough loss on Friday, the
team stayed motivated
for their
matches on Saturday.
"We worked
well together,"
Bailey said. "Most athletes don't rely
on their coach for motivation.
I
obviously can't be on the floor. They
motivated themselves:'
The Broncos quickly took charge
of the match with San Francisco,
winning the first game 15-9. San
Francisco came back and tied the
match one game apiece with a 15-9
victory, but BSU got· the momentum
back and won the next two games, 15lO,15-1O.

•
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tball
that alcohol can be abused.
But college students are not
children, and one 18-year-old
girl's mistake (or that of the
sorority that contributed)
should not spoil the pleasure
of thousands of others.
. Ruch cites state
regulations prohibiting
alcohol on campus as the
basis for the potential ban.
But I wonder why, if this rule
has been in place for some
time, has it not been enforced
in the past?
Ticket sales. There's your
answer.
University officials must
know that a ban on alcohol
would greatly diminish
student involvement in BSU
football. Right or wrong, sad
or otherwise, it's a fact.
Only with heat applied
from above, in the form of
the governor, has Boise State
shown much concern with

Opinion by Scott Gere
Sports Writer
The young man
shotgunned his drink in a
record 3.4 seconds. His
companions cheered,
"Yeah!" he shouted.
,,,,,. "Gimme another Pepsil"
.
Yes, my friends, this could
be the tailgate scene at Boise
State football games in the
near future.
.In light of the recent
clamor raised by Gov. Cecil
Andrus over an alcoholrelated accident at the
University of Idaho, BSU
President Charles Ruch is
considering eliminating beer
from football.
The man is a communist.
Perhaps, when he's done
with BSU, he would like to
take a shot at Mom, apple
I/>
pie, and Chevrolet.
I'll be the first to admit

• Potential continued
from page 17
quite awhile, Klein said. The Broncos
finished 30 points out of second place, but
Klein said it could have been a little closer.
"It's not a huge amount (of points), but
it's not that close," he said.
.
The bad news for BSU is Richard Lee, an
alI-eonference performer last season, ran out
of eligibility and can't run this year.
But the Broncos will be led by Chris
Hiatt-another
all-conference
runner last
year-and Tom Roorda, who finished 11th,
missing all-conference status by just one
place.

25:20.20.
on the women's side, joy
Sprague finished second to
lead BSU to second place
behind one of two George
Fox teams. The Broncos
finished with 37 points, one
behind George Fox'.s 36.
. ·Sprague finished with a
.... ,' time of 18:39.77, behind
George Fox's [uli Cyrus,
who crossed the finish line
at 17:55.56.
·Including Sprague, four
other BSU runners wound
up in the top 11. Cori
Knoeller,
Tanya Thayer,
Allison Norell, and Nicole
Femino's high placements
,I~·
gave
the
Broncos
an

BIG SKY ICORICARD .
drinking at football games.
Ruch is already
determined to eliminate
alcohol from the Idaho State
Bengals matchup in October.
But what's the point? People
will just drink elsewhere,
arid the ensuing situation
may very well cause more
problems than solutions.
Beer has always been a
big part of college life, and
part of being a student is
learning to deal with it.
People must make up their
own minds about who they
are and for what they are
responsible.
But I have a theory.
.
Perhaps President Ruch cut a
deal with the good people at
Pepsi. Mer all, slamming a
can of pop will give you a
great headache, and at least
you can belch as if you'd
been drinking beer ..
So pass a Pepsi.

Whitman Invitational.
at Walla Walla, Wash:
Sept.n
BSUresults
Men
2, Richard Lee (running
unattached>, 25:52.41; 5, Tom
Roorda, 26:40.03; 6, Matt
Pruitt, 26:46.03; 9, Shawn
Lawler, 26:52.76; 16, Chris

W
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
0

Idaho
No. Arizona
Weber. Sl
Boise 51.
Montana
MontanaSt.
Idaho SI.
E. Washington

FOOTBALL
Pel ..
L
1.00
.0
1.00
0
1.00
0
.500
1
1
.500
0
.500
.500
0
.000
1

PF
104
55
67
41
82
43
59
13

PA
68
39
40
48
83
59
24
34

Lasl week's games
Nevada 38, Boise St.10
Idaho 66, Southwesl Texas SI. 38
Oregon 35, Montana 30
Washington St. 43, Montana SI. 14
Weber St.' 27. Cal-Northridge 12
No. Arizoria 24, No. Texas 23 .
Portland St. 21, Idaho St. 7
This week's games
Northeastern 01 Boise 51., 7:05 p.m,
-ldaho St, at Montana, 1:35 p.m.
-ldaho at Weber St., 6:05 p.m.
Fort Lewis at Montana St., 12:05 p.m.
E. Washington at Sacramento St., 6 p.m. (PDT)
Cal St.-Northridge at No. Ariiona, 6:05 p.m.
(-Denotes Big Sky Conference game)

The women's
team, which finished
seventh in the Big Sky last season, also has
some solid leadership behind it.
The core of the squad-juniors
Cori
Knoeller, Joy Sprague, and Allison Norell, as
well as senior Tanya Thayer-has
been
together for the past couple years.
Add to that group Niamh Beirne, a 20year-old Irish freshman who has. competed
internationally,
and the teamtakes on a
definitely experienced look.
"1 think it the women are successful, it'll
be because they've matured as a group,"
Klein said. "They've gone through a lot. You
name it, they've done 'it~ They've paid the
price to be where they
now."

impressive score that almost
knocked off the George Fox
squad.
The Broncos didn't use a
couple of athletes in the
meet, which should help the
team down the road, Klein
said.
"1 think the women will
be even better next time
out," he said.

• Opener continued
from page 17
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VOLLEYBALL
W
L
Pet.
6
2
.750
.4
3
.571
5
4
.556
3
4
.429
2
3
.400
3
5
..375
3
7
.300
2
6
.250

Montana
Boise 51.
Idaho St.
Idaho
E. Washington
No. Arizona
MontanaSt.
WeberSl

ThIs week's matches
Sept. 17,,18, Boise SL at Cal-Poly San LuIs ObIspo Tournament
Sept. 17-18, E. Washington at Idaho Tournament
.
Sept. 15, Idaho State at Brigham Young
Sept. 17-18, Idaho hosts Idaho Tournament
Sept. 17-18, Montana at Red Raider Classic
sept. 17-18, Montana 5l at Sl Mary's, San Francisco Tournament
Sept. 17-18, N. Arizona hosts Lumbe~ack Classic

are

Hiatt, 27:19.57; 23, Brent
Westfall, 27:36.59; 28, Kevin
Wick, 27:53.65; 31, Dave
Faught, 28:01; 35, jeff Lee,
28:31.6; 36, Eric Jones,
28:33.65; 40, Jeff Brown,
28:50.42; 76, Brian Williams,
31:20.15.
Women
2, joy Sprague, 18:39.77; 6,
Cori Knoeller, 19:16.39; 8,
Tanya Thayer, 19:26.62; '10,
Allison Norell, 19:45.49; 11,
Nicole Femino, 19.5; 37, Paula
McEvoy, 21:46.54'
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PH. 34S~S688

TUESDAY: $1 MARGARITAS FOR
ALL
WEDNESDAV: ALL YOU CAN EAT
SPAGHETTI $3.95
THURSDAY: ALL YOU CAN EAT
BBQRIBS $6.95

r--------------------------------------------------~--~--------~---~----~~
I .
BUY TWO DONUTS .W/COUPON

.

GET 1 FREE

.
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2781 S. BROADWAY
L
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387-0887

IN THE SHOPKO CENTER
~~
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Valuable Coupon
~SPORr

•.J..J.::JUC:J SANlJAl,S
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Roller Blade

ioeroieui xpressl
On The 1st Floor, SCience/Education

Bldng

.'

An Order Of OUr

Soon- To-Be-Famous

models
5 brands in stock ... Everyday!!l
Corner 15th and. Front. Boise 383-0073

NOW OPE~ YEAR ROUND!

Finger ste ks!
.

vaNotl~}hlld~gll Spptember 20. 1993.
va WJtb 1"11 other Offer,'
Cash Value J/2O Of One cent. .
.

'v

I
I
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College
Dan Killeen'
E'/'''Y """'I\ATIO'J
OF
JUl'Ii'{'CA~S ~ASi Ce1fN ABU!'
ITs LJlT oil ~IFE
llETTER TMN '!lIAT OF THe
I'lII;CEEDlIlG C.liNEAATIO>l,
tllITI~ How.

'W .... fIG

Dave
David Miller"
wow.'

You E:Ve:~ WOK~N UP
You~ Al.ARM 60/:'; OFF. r

\oIAVt:

B€Fo~E

LIKe?!

AGENTS • No EXPERIENCE
Company ExparxlillJ
.$12-1 B hr. + Bonuses
Send SASE for Details to:

\

International
1375 Coney Island Ave., Ste 427
Brooklyn, ~11230

IhldlMl..
1tUJ.1diDg
Main II1crocc:-.puter

.acaes-lc "'cure.
.a ...iUoa

Lab

.-20'
63 Microcomputers

Mon -

Word Processing,
Spreadsheets.
Databases.
wilerJet Printing
Hon

-

Saturday'

-

Sunday
10,00pm

Friday
Saturday

7:30am

-

7: OOpra

9:00am

-

Sunday

9:00am

-

6 :OOpm
9,00pm

... 417

M-rAIN:

(31S-1U5)

Hon

-

7: JOam 7:30am 9:00am -

Thurs

Friday
Saturday
Sunday

1:00pm

Saturday

lO:OOpm

Llbl1ral
LA-20"

Art.

wed

Tues " Thura
Fridlly
Saturday
Sunday
c~c.t.iOQ

Wednesday
Thursday

10:JOam
1:30pm
Midnight
3:00pm
- Midnight
6: DOpm
5:00pm
10,00plft

9:00am·

12:00pm
3: OOpm
10:45am
9: OOpm
9: OOpm.
9:00am
1,00pm

Friday
saturday

HELP WANTED

Town Square Mall.

call: (206)545-4155 ext A5903

Thursday

PART-TIME JOBS (M/F) The
Idaho National Guard has parttime jobs in many different career
fields currently open to qualified'
individuals. Earn over $108.00 per
weekend and receive great benefits
including up to $10,000 for college.
Call 389-MII<E.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING Eam up to $2000+/month + world
travel.
Summer and Career
employment available. No experience necessaty. For more information call1-2~
ext C5903.
PEER ADVISOR. Paid positions
and credit available. Apply by
Sept. 20 in Academic Advising
Center,. Rm MG105. Contact

Kimber shaw.
GREAT PARr-TIME JOB for 001lege students. Will work around
schedule. Apply at Mrs: Powell's
Delicious Cinnamon Rolls, Boise

GREEKS AND CL:tJBS Raise up
to $1000 in jusr ONE WEEK! For
your fraternity, sorority & club.
Plus $1000 for yourself! Anda
FREE T-5HlRfjust for calling. 18Q(j.932-G528, ext. 75.
CONCERNED ABOUT HEAL1.1Ii
fitness, well-bclng? Exciting, lucrative ground floor opportunity.
Only sincere individuals call 3226803.

~

6,00""
10:30pm
6,00pm
11:30am
5,30""
5,00pm
9:00pm

-

7:40am

-

3,00""
l2:40am
11:00am

-

6:00pt!
9:10am
6,00""
6: DOpt!
9:10am
6,00""
'5:30pm
5:00pm

au.114J.llcr

9: OOam

11: 30arn 2:30pm
9:00am
12:ciop;! -.

Saturday
Sunday

_ ......

12: 30pm
5:30pm
2:00pm
5:00pm

-.......... -..-_ ..__ ...... _ ....... _ .._ ........... __ ..-

Applied
&1' ..

'NchDologr

31.

It\lU41ncr

General C0lfil'uter
21 Workstations

Lab

Honday - Friday

11: JOam 2,30""
9: OOam

Saturday
Sunday

12 : OOpm

12:30pm
5,JOpm
2 :OOpm.
$,00""

Sofas: $5 -15
Clothes: $.10

1985 Plymouth

Voyager, $3150.

362-8682,344-0481.

Elite 150 (white).
Low miles.
Gas efficient.
SPORTS MINDED Health con- Eliminates parking problems.
New battery, battety charger. Two
scious/ Athletic people needed to
helmets. $1200/080. No reasonhelp run new rompany expanding .
able offer refused. 343-5670
.to Boise. For Interview Call 322i674 or 1-800-976-2525.

1987 Honda

MISC.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Students. Needed!. Earn up tp
$2,500+/mo.in canneries or on
fishing vessels .. Many employers
provide : Room & Board &
Transportation.
No experience
necessaty. For more infOrmation

..
-

12,00""
Noon -

FOR SALE
Vacuums: $10
Bikes: $15 - 35
Chairs: $1 - 7 The Garage Sale,
4204 Chinden Blvd. Open 7 days a
week. 322-8792.

'I'eoImology

Honday - Friday
1:OOpen
10:OOpm
9 :OOam
1 :OOpm
10,00""
11: OOam
J,OOpm
lO:OOpm
9: OOam
1,00""
5,00pm

8 :OOam

5:00pm
8: aDam
12,00pm
5:00pm
_ 8:00am
1':OOpm
6,00""

Wednesday

...

General Cort\Puter Lab
20 Workstations

C-ll'
IBH PC's

Tuesday

_--- .._

·10,00pm

~~~~: _ ..~:~~~~
..:_ ~~~~:::
Applied
&1'-21)

bUdJug

- Monday

5:00pm

-

12:40pm
7:40am
3,00""
12 : 4Oam -

.-&It

Han"

lO:OOpm

1tUi14J.Dg

Honday
Tuesday

&4ucatiop auJ.l41DO

-

-

4 :OOpm
5,30""
4,00""
Closed
9:40am
2,30pm
11: OOam
11 :OOam

Midnight
5:00pm
5:00pm

-

8100am

8:00am
Closed
6,00pm

Art.' 1hl114i.Dg

Monday .
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

IBM PC'8, Macintosh and Kalnframea
DOS, Writing Assistant,
WordPerfect,
and Hhie. Apple Soft ....
are

.A MOO9T"ACHE" ...

-

_-_

Li,M,~r.l
LI.-;:IO&

&4uc.UOD auUdiag

1 ...11N6t; DAVEft'A'( N~

Thurs

Friday
Windows.

7:30am

Thurs

Ca.taZ'''

900 PHONE LINES TURNKEY

AND CUSTOM LINES. FOR
COMPREHENSIVE INFO KIT
SEND $2.00 TO: OHM, 15702
HALLDALE AVE #A, GARDENA,
CA90247.

~ 1tDgt.a.e&"lDv

11'1'-21'
Lab

hchAolocrr

with

CAD"

~1iQ'
At't'uJ:./a.n;
.A.Uf-125

Monday
Monday - Thunday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
ftCJmlcal

"'-21'

5:00pm - 10:00pm
5:00pm - 6:00pm
9:00am .. 5:00pm
12: OOpm- 10: OOpm

'arTie •• auJ.ld1Dg

Academic Skilh Development
JO Workatations
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Tuesday, September

LDS~AKick':off Luncheon

"

CELEBRATE POETRY DAY1993
Mt. Hood Community College in
Gresham, Oregon, Friday, Oct. 15
7~10 PM OPEN MIC
Poetry must be in the hands of the
judges by Saturday, Sept. 18
Send a self-addressed-stamped
envelope to Joan A. Henson, 6071
S.W. Park Road, Tualatin, OR 97062

, Friday, Sept. 17, 11 am-I pm
at the LDS Institute
Everyone Invited for Free Eats!

,

Join the Largest Service
Organization in America

Circle K International

.sr:

Mondays, 5 pm
SUB Ada Hatch Ballroom C
Call Amy Brown at 342-7706

ALPHA KAPPA

14,1993

Psi

, INFORMATION MEETING

Thursday, Sept. 16, 7 pm
SUB Senate Forum

Free cookies and punch!
Call Dev Miller at 385-3774
THE

ACLU CLUBOF BSU PRESENTS

Inherit the,Wind

RIGHTS CELEBRATION WEEK

Sept. 16, 17,24, and 25
8 pm in the BSU SpEC Center
, Tickets are $1 0
BSU students receive a 50%
discount at the box office
Call 344:'5243

Committee meets Tuesdau, Sept. 21
5 pm in the SUB Farnsworth Room
Call Rob Meyer at 385-1223

Foreign Service Written Exam
Saturday, Nov. 13', in Boise

Help Pbn
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR./BuMAN

CALL CAREER PLANmNG AND' PLACEMENT

VETERANS'FORUM

YoungLife 101, Sunday nights,
7-8:30 pm
,
' SUB Boyington Room

Call June Peterson at 343-4769

,1

...
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,100,000

"Hi! Can I take your
order?"
,
"Yeah, I'd like several
million acres of tropical
deforestation, please."
"OK, would you like
,-_, anything to go with that?"
"Uh ... yeah. Give me a ,
side of desertification, some
soil erosion, and a large order
of Third World starvation."
"Allright, and do you
want anything to drink?"
"Ummm ... Give me a
medium pesticide and a
small gasoline."
~.
"Is that to stay or to go?"
,
"We're all staying."

I

"j

i;

Sound like nonsense?
We)),the next time you
stop for a fast-food burger,
in effect, that is what you'))
order.
The Earth's 1.28 billion
cattle, and the humans
who breed and consume
them, pose one of the
largest threats to the
environment the Earth
now faces. Each
hamburger produced in
the tropics destroys six ,
square yards ofrain forest,
but that barely begins the
list of environmental evils
beef unleashes upon the
~ world. Consider the
following:
'4t Since 1960, 2Spercent'
ofCentral American ram
forests have been cleared
to create pasture land for
cattle. Ranchers sell most

BSU CAREER FAIR

Thursday, Sept. 16
10 am-3:30 pm
SUB Jordan Ballroom

Defending Human Rights in the 90s
focusing on gay and lesbian issues '
Cost is $35 including up to 23 hours
of uiorkshop», Sept. 25-26
Call 344-4295 '
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Root
by Jon Knapp
of this beef to wealthy
nations for use in fast food,
processed meats and pet
foods.
• Over one billion
people could be fed on the
grain now fed to livestock,
, a particularly ominous fact
when considering the tens
of thousands of people
who starve to death every
day in poor nations.
• It takes a gallon of '
gasoline to produce one
pound of grain-fed beef.
• Beef ranks #1 in
herbicide contamination
and #2 (after tomatoes) in
cancer risk due to pesticide
consumption.
• Beefconsumption also

leads to overgrazing, soil
erosion and expanding
deserts. Scientists now
regard the cattle industry
as a major factor in the
release and accumulation
of greenhouse gases.
As if that doesn't give us '
enough grief, researchers
have linked the eating of
beef to a variety of chronic
diseases, including heart
disease, arteriosclerosis
and colon cancer. New evidence suggests a link
between high-fat diets and
breast cancer, which would
make beef a major factor
in yet another deadly
disease.
The cattle suffer, too.
Every day, beef producers
slaughter 100,000 cows in
the United States alone. ,
Accomplishing this '
requires massive factorystyled slaughterhouses
(more common in the
Midwest than in the West)
which subject cattle to
torturous conditions before
being slaughtered.
So the next time you go
out for a bite, think. Think
black forests, gray prairies,
purple enemas and red.
Lots and lots of reel.
Watch next week for a,
way to amaze your beefeating friends with a veggie ,
burger that is as fun to make
as it is to eat.

Sept. 15

10-2 pm in the Quad
Call 385-4240

Northwest Training and
Networking conference

eo c ws oily
m

Wednesday,

"Nobody Joins' Young Life,
You Just Show Up!"
Contact Tom, '377-5240

27th Annual

Admission is free.

First BSTJ Volunteer Fair

, Meet neu.'friends tor Bible study
and discussion .

Join the Jewish Students
. Leave your name for Leon at the
Student Activities counter
in the SUB

Museum Comes to Life
Historical demonstrations,
entertainment, food/
Saturday, Sept. 25, 10 am-5 pm
at the Idaho Historical Museum

at 385-1747

Share" Care, Encourage

Officer' elections
Monday, Sept. 20~ 4 pm
SUB Johnson Room

Museum of Natural History
Benefit Garage Sale .
Oct. 2-3 from 7 am-7 pm
in the basement of Boone Hall
at Albertson's College of Idaho'
Call Bill Clark at 375-8605

Have another opinion?
The Arbiter is seeking opinionated, eloquent
and skilled student writers who can offer a conservative
viewpoint on the opinion page or in the enviro-nook.
apply in person, via telephone or
by The United States Postal Service to:
The Arbiter - Attn: Jon Knapp
1910 University Dr.
Boise, 10. 83725
.or call Jon at 377-9132

~j('cJ4e4
5 Mile & Fairview
Broadway Park
10366 Fairview ,Ave.. 2168 Broadway
376-ROSE
342-ROSE

Roses Starting at $9.99 a dozen

• SaVeSyour parents money
• Works from any phone
, • Speed dialing
• No access fees
,

Courtesy of

EconomkSAmerica
Educa~6n Building, Room 228
Phone-,-385-1193

,

